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Introduction
Playing games is fun. Being visible to others and knowing about others in social media is fun.
Obviously, other factors are involved. We want to play games to escape from daily life, and we
want to play games in order to satisfy our needs to compete and win, with other words, to prove
ourselves in game situations where we are confronted with challenges that we think we can master
[1].
There are video games where a single player has to deal with the game challenges. There
are games where individual players compete with each other, there are multiplayer games where
multiple gamers can act in teams and compete and collaborate. Playing these games is fun. Can
humor contribute to fun in video games?
Human-generated humor certainly does. In Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games
(MMORPG) there is a meta-channel which allows players to discuss strategies, next actions, and
comment on progress, et cetera, and generally a lot of event-dependent humor emerges during
playing such a game. However, the humorous events are not purposely generated by the game
mechanics and the game environment itself does not recognize such events. And, moreover, it are
the gamers that look at events from a meta-level and providing humorous comments and jokes
that transform a game event into an incongruence, while it is not actually there. Sometimes this
meta-channel allows speech communication, sometimes there is text communication.
Multi-player video games are an example of generating humor evoking situations. There are
many more computer-mediated and generated entertaining situations nowadays where players have
to compete or to collaborate in order to achieve a certain goal. And they do not necessarily depend
on network-connected keyboard and mouse (or joystick) activity only. They may take into account
all kinds of verbal and nonverbal input, using all kinds of sensors that collect information from
the players. This may include bodily movements, facial expressions, location information, heart
rate and even brain activity. Using these input modalities in order to compete with others, for
example, in an exertion game [2], does not only evoke humorous remarks and jokes of players, but
also of an audience.
Why Looking at Humor in Games?
As mentioned, in games we can think of many, naturally occurring, humor evoking situations.
From a humor research point of view, accommodating and enhancing humor generation and inter-
pretation, and producing (computing) humor seem to be rather natural issues in a game context.
Games provide a wonderful test bed for all kinds of research in (natural) human-computer interac-
tion, multi-modal and multi-party interaction, artificial intelligence, animation, computer vision,
visualization, multimedia processing, virtual reality, and sensor technologies. Games do not nec-
essarily aim at efficiency, joyful game experience (e.g., satisfaction) can be more important than
reaching the highest score or winning from your virtual or human opponents in the game. Games
allow a designer to play with all kinds of realistic and non-realistic events and associated input
and feedback modalities. Games also provide a mass market. A new successful game product
reaches millions of users. These users are often young, interested in advanced technology (early
adaptors) and not afraid to spend money.
There are more recent examples of new technology that has entered the market and became
extremely important because of game applications. We can mention the success of the Nintendo
Wii, its sensors, and its sensor applications. Similarly, we can look at the success of the Microsoft
Kinect system [3]. Again, hundred thousands or more users that not only use the product to play
games that take into account body movements, but also use the Kinect computer vision technology
to create games and other applications. As a third example we can look at commercial products
that use brain-computer interface (BCI) technology. Originally BCI was developed for a small
selected group of users that had no other opportunity to communicate with others or devices than
their brain signals. When this technology was introduced for the general user, in particular the
gamer [4], despite its limitations, new applications and new forms of entertainment emerged that,
again, were embraced by millions of new users.
There are more examples where imperfect technology leads to very successful and commercial
applications of theory and technology. The possibility to address a mass market is crucial. Hardly
anyone could predict the success Wii or Kinect sensor technology and associated background theory
on different types of movement recognition. No one predicted the game applications of BCI and
associated developments leading to commercial BCI applications [5]. See Figure 1, which illustrates
how to sell imperfect technology to measure brain activity, but, by doing so creates a market that
stimulates academic research. Knowing about the effects of introducing new technology in the
world of games and entertainment, a humor application may lead to results comparable with the
introduction of the Wii, the Kinect, or using an EEG cap [6, 7] to issue commands to the (virtual)
environment that is inhabited by the user.
Figure 1: How to make a new technol-
ogy attractive for gamers
Towards Humor Use in Human-Computer Interaction
We can agree that in multiplayer game and multiparty entertainment situations, also when an
audience is involved, humorous events are natural and humorous interpretations of events are nat-
ural. The fun we have inspires playing around with humor. As humor researchers we can try to
accommodate this playing around with humor in order to increase fun. I have not seen examples
of humor research that go into that direction. Apart from providing and accommodating a meta-
channel that stimulates humor generation, there is the obvious question whether we can generate
in-game and in-interactive entertainment humorous situations. In natural language dialogue sys-
tems attempts have been made to use knowledge of the domain and knowledge of the dialogue
so far to continue a dialogue with a humorous remark [8]. A more general – but nevertheless
very limited – approach has been presented by [9, 10, 11]. In these approaches, although limited,
there is some appraisal of the (dialogue) environment and a decision is made of what to provide
as (humorous) feedback, and how to provide it. In [12] we explored the role of embodied conver-
sational agents (ECAs) in order to provide verbal and nonverbal feedback to humorous remarks
or to generate humorous remarks. We can learn from such approaches, extending our ideas from
human-human interaction in natural language and speech conversational settings, to settings that
include nonverbal behavior, question-answering systems, systems that include chatbots [9, 10],
embodied conversational agents [12, 13], or interaction systems that include human-like robots
[14]. And not only just extending our ideas, but taking into account new modalities that help to
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generate, interpret, and display richer forms of humor and appropriate feedback.
Humor in Games and Social Media
As mentioned in the previous section, in multi-party games there is social interaction among
participants. This social interaction may include audience participation. It is natural that humor
will emerge in such situations. However, can we introduce the computer or its representation
in an embodied agent or a humanoid robot, as a conversational partner that uses humor when
communicating with others? Can we have an agent take part in a discussion on a particular
game situation in a meta-channel of a multi-player game? This requires some modelling of a
game situation. This may be done in a very superficial way, for example as is done in a chatbot
conversational partner (Alice):
Human: I’ve had a terrible day
ALICE: What happened to it?
Human: First we were under attack
ALICE: And then what happened? And second?
Human: Then our vehicle struck a landmine
ALICE: Fascinating. It would be nice if our vehicle struck a landmine.
Human: Then my friend got killed
ALICE: Good reasoning. How well do you know this person
This is humorous, but certainly not intended to be humorous. And, what we find humorous
is how the system (chatbot) acts; there certainly is no intention to hurt the feelings of someone
involved in this particular situation. The example shows the difficulty of understanding a particular
situation. In this example no representation of the current or previous states of knowledge are
available, No ways of reasoning assuming or giving available knowledge are available. Providing
some shallow interpretation to situations described above can help to improve the communication
and to smooth a communication. Complete understanding of utterances or a situation is not always
necessary in order to provide humorous feedback. Complete understanding of a game situation
is not always necessary to generate a humorous situation or to generate a humorous remark
by a game character. Nevertheless there is not much discussion on including humor in games.
Dormann and Biddle [15] have a general discussion on a useful role for humor in entertainment
and serious games. They have many useful suggestions for game designers but, unfortunately, the
suggestions are rather general and they do not take into account that non-playing characters are
not autonomous, and only take scripted decisions. Indeed, giving game characters a sense of humor
would be great, but before being able to do so we need game characters that can appraise certain
characteristics of a situation and then makes a decision about a humorous feedback or continuation.
Although this does not seem to be impossible because state-of-the-art agent research is concerned
with such issues, nowadays video games do not yet exploit such possibilities and it may be the
case that quite different games need to be designed when unexpected humor is wanted.
Somers [16] mentions that “... if humor is added correctly, it can be a powerful attraction to any
game.” In his paper there are suggestions about “When to add humor” and a slightly longer text
about “When NOT to add humor” Citation: Players can’t blast 100 enemies if they’re too busy
laughing. Again, as in the Dormann et al. [15] paper, it does not discuss humor interpretation and
generation by game characters or humorous shifts in the narrative because of game events. Rather
the paper talks about “adding” humor, which we associate with prepackaged jokes. Also Dan
Cook [17] does not really talk about appraisal of situations that can lead to humorous feedback
or continuation of the game story. However, he mentions that there are other possibilities than
prepackaged jokes. Hence, “The player’s interactions with the mechanical systems of the game
also can evoke laughter.” His conclusion in the paper is that games can look a lot more like friends
playing a game and laughing together. This in fact suggests that existing commercial games are
not well-suited for including humor. Some other papers that discuss humor in games are [18, 19].
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Although interesting, in particular on creativity and game design, no suggestions on modelling
humor and using such humor models in game design can be found here.
Maybe more interesting, but not directly giving directions to humor research are observations
related to some humor-related clips of existing, commercial, videogames such as Octodad1 and
Portal-22.
Conclusions
Humor research gets attention. For example, well-visited on the YouTube and TED webpages
are the TEDX talk on humor given by Peter McGraw [20] (see Figure 2) and the TEDWomen3
talk by Heather Knight [14]. The first talk does not bring anything new, at least when you’re
familiar with Bergson or Koestler on humor, but it certainly is entertaining. Rather than talking
about incongruity and already existing theories of humor McGraw presents ‘his’ benign violation
theory. In her TEDWomen talk Heather Knight introduces a stand-up-comedy-performing robot.
See Figure 3.
Figure 2: Peter McGraw on humor
Figure 3: Heather Knight and her stand-up-
comedy-performing robot as mentioned in
The Wall Street Journal
Maybe more useful is the observation that maybe we should not start with introducing humor
in the currently existing types of games. Admittedly, it would lead to a huge audience when done
successfully and game companies would spend lots of R&D money when done successfully. Some
years ago we visited the Blizzard Entertainment game company (World of Warcraft) with our
message that game companies such as Blizzard should consider using brain-computer interfaces in
addition to mouse, keyboard and joy-stick. See Figure 4.
The message was appreciated, but only several years later feedback was given. April 1, 2012
Blizzard announced a version of World of Warcraft that could be played by measuring mental
1http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVoSYDWX2Ig
2http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SCnZqsJVZ8
3Microsoft Word suggests replacing TEDWomen by Taxwomen.
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Figure 4: Visit to Blizzard Enter-
tainment, Irvine, California
commands. No reason to be disappointed. It means that it is not completely impossible that a
game company will consider using this input modality. And, in fact, other game companies have
emerged that had no tradition in multi-player online role playing games and that introduced quite
different kinds of games that needed brain activity input. Mostly these games are simple and it is
difficult for the user to control the game. It means that a gamer is not necessarily confronted with
a question how to kill as many enemies in a short time, but that a gamer is asked to reflect on his
or her actions, to think about anticipation, and, sometimes literally, to think twice or more before
really executing an action. Games that take into account such considerations can be developed
and can be challenging.
Maybe a similar situation can happen when introducing humor in games. It requires a new
thinking about games. Rather than thinking about “adding” humor to games, we first need to
think about games that are designed to play with humor. Once such games exist and are played
we can think of exporting related humor modelling to multi-player role playing games. But, of
course, only when we are not sufficiently successful with humorous games that are based on models
of humor. Designing games based on models of humor is a challenge for us and our PhD students.
Finally, one last issue needs to be mentioned. It is strange that humor research is conducted
by old men (see Figure 5) and that this research does not, for whatever reason, attract young,
creative and new researchers.
Figure 5: Panel at the 2nd International
Workshop on Computational Humor. From
left to right: Anton Nijholt, Cristiano Castel-
franchi, Oliviero Stock, Andrew Ortony and
Rachel Giora. No audience.
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